SQUATTING WC PAN
Technical Specification
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Outlet
The squatting WC pan is manufactured with a 110 mm overall diameter vertical plain spigot outlet.
A white polypropylene P or S trap can be supplied to convert the vertical spigot into a horizontal or vertical outlet.

Inlet
The squatting WC pan is supplied with a back entry flushing terminal suitable for connecting to a 38 mm overall diameter flushpipe.

Cistern and Flushpipe
As an option the squatting WC pan can be supplied with a high level plastic cistern. The plastic cistern is suitable for concealed duct mounting and is supplied with a chrome plated through wall lever, syphon, float operated valve and flushpipe.

Cistern Height
To efficiently flush the squatting WC pan, the recommended mounting height is 1700 mm minimum from the underside of the cistern to finished floor level (see Fig. 1).

Product Code Selection for Order or Quotation
1. Base product code
   - 112 squatting WC pan
2. Options
   - -142HLWL -concealed plastic manual cistern high level with chrome plated wall lever.
   - -P -white polypropylene P trap
   - -S -white polypropylene S trap
   - -6781 - shattaf bidet spray